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DAY 2 INTERVIEW 
May 5, 2018 
 
JIN YOUNG KO 
 

 

 

Q.  What have the last two days been like for you with all the delays?  

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  Last two days was, to me, long day.  And then -- but I did really good 

resting at the hotel, so, and then it's great. 

 

Q.  Yeah.   

 

Four under par for your one of two rounds.  How was the course? 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  Three days ago was really big windy, this course, so I think really more 

difficult at the course, but this, today and then last day was no windy.  So, many holes here 

was good, so maybe lots of players playing can do easy -- easy can do playing, so maybe 

low score and then lots of birdies.  

 

Q.  Okay.  What are you going to do today? 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  My goal was -- my goal was last six holes, three under, and then I did.  

So, I will rest, and then go somewhere --  

 

Q.  Yeah. 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  -- good place. 

 

Q.  Yeah. 

 

Did you have fun playing with Karrie? 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  Sure, sure.  Karrie, I played before, Japan, last year.  And then the 

Queen's Cup, and then National Team Tournament.   

 

And then Paula was first time. 

 

Q.  Oh, okay.  

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  She's great. 

 

Q.  Yeah. 
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How does -- just one more round tomorrow.  What's your game plan, just one more? 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  That too tough.  Tough to all players, because two round.  So, I think have 

to do lots of birdies. 

 

Q.  Uh-huh. 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  Last 18 holes tomorrow. 

 

Q.  Yes.  

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  And then maybe one shot -- one shot and then one shot is -- have to great 

shot, have to good putting. 

 

Q.  Uh-huh. 

 

JIN YOUNG KO:  I think so, yeah. 
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